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Summary
The last decade has seen a dramatic increase in studies
on the development, function and evolution of asymme-
tries in vertebrates, including amphibians. Here we dis-
cuss current knowledge of behavioral and anatomical
asymmetries in amphibians. Behavioral laterality in the
response of both adult and larval anurans to presumed
predators and competitors is strong and may be related,
respectively, to laterality in the telencephalon of adults
and the Mauthner neurons of tadpoles. These behavior
lateralities, however, do not seem to correlate with
visceral asymmetries in the same animals. We briefly
compare what is known about the evolution and devel-
opment of asymmetry in the structure and function of
amphibians with what is known about asymmetries in
other chordate and non-chordate groups. Available data
suggest that the majority of asymmetries in amphibians
fall into two independent groups: (1) related to situs
viscerum and (2) of a neurobehavioral nature. We find
little evidence linking these two groups, which implies
different developmental regulatory pathways and inde-
pendent evolutionary histories for visceral and tele-
ncephalic lateralizations. Studies of animals other than
standard model species are essential to test hypotheses
about the evolution of laterality in amphibians and other
chordates. BioEssays 26:512–522, 2004.
� 2004 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.

Introduction

The evolution and development of left–right asymmetry in

otherwise bilateral organisms is an important area of devel-

opmental and neurobiology. Behavioral asymmetries, which

were conventionally thought of as unique to humans and

other higher vertebrates, are in fact common among verte-

brates.(1–3) Although the study of asymmetry in vertebrates

has a long history dating back to the early 20th century,(4)

much recent evidence has accumulated on the development

and function of asymmetries in lower vertebrates, especially in

amphibians (see Ref. 5, 6 and references therein). These new

data on amphibians can be compared to the conceptual

framework for left–right patterning of other animals to provide

new perspectives, which is the goal of this paper.

Herewe summarize the current knowledge of asymmetries

in amphibians, with special reference to their development

and evolution. We consider ‘‘asymmetry’’ to be the state of an

organism when its two sides are unlike, or disproportionate, in

structure. We use ‘‘lateralization’’ for functional asymmetries.

We will discuss the relationships of structural and functional

asymmetries at both individual and population levels. In the

latter case, population asymmetry or lateralization would be a

prevalence of one of the two asymmetric states (left or right) in

a group of organisms.

Two major conclusions that emerge from this review are

that behavioral asymmetries can be more variable in popula-

tions and species than the principal body left–right asymme-

tries, and not obviously coupled to them in development and

evolution.

Brain lateralization in amphibians

is similar to that of other vertebrates

There is a common pattern for cerebral hemispheric specia-

lization(2,7) that hasbeendocumented inall vertebrate classes.

The right hemisphere is associated with rapid responses,

expression of intense emotions, parallel processing and

attention to spatial information. Thus, the right hemisphere

dominates behaviors including predator escape, expression of

fear, aggression and sexual behavior. When behavior (e.g.,

aggressiveness to a conspecific) is lateralized, it is usually

exhibited on the left side of the organism.

The left hemisphere, in contrast, controls more considered

(slow) responses and performs sequential analysis. Feeding

and prey capture behaviors are typically left hemisphere

specializations and when lateralized, they are usually directed

toward the right.

Although cerebral lateralization is not always evident at the

population level, in behavioral tests it is usually present among
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individuals. Hence the absence of one-sided population

preferences in selected behavioral tests cannot be construed

as a lack of lateralization in general.(8)

The strongest evidence of hemispheric specialization in

amphibians comes from observations of the interactions of

adult toads with each other while feeding.(9,10) Toads of the

genusBufo (Bufo bufo, B. viridis, andB.marinus) strike earlier

at prey that appears in their right rather than left visual

hemifield, suggesting control by the left cerebral hemisphere.

In contrast, aggressive strikes toward conspecifics are pre-

ferentially made toward animals on the toads’ left side. A

more recent study,(11) in which a model predator was pre-

sented frontally or laterally to adult toads of those same

three species, revealed stronger escape and defensive

reactions when the model first appeared in each animal’s left

visual hemifield; i.e., the response was driven by the right

hemisphere.

There is some recent evidence that anuran larvae similarly

prefer to view each other with their left eye.(12) This is remini-

scent of the left-eye preference found in schooling fish(13)

and has been interpreted in terms of hemispheric speci-

alization related to both adaptation to predator escape and

sociality.(3,7,14)

Population lateralization of sexual behavior occurs in at

least one caudate amphibian,Triturus vulgaris.(15) Heremales

more readily turn left than right during spermatophore transfer

to the female. This finding suggests a visually guided, later-

alized behavior, again reflecting specializations of the hemi-

spheres. However, this lateralized behavior was not found in

two other Triturus species, T. alpestris and T. cristatus.(15,16)

A number of hypotheses on the evolutionary origin of hemi-

spheric specialization are suggested and discussed else-

where.(3,17,18) Here we focus on the links between these

asymmetries of the neural system and subsequent behavior.

Where possible, we also explore how these asymmetries may

have developed.

Gene control over development

of morphological asymmetry

The major viscera in vertebrates are asymmetrical. The vast

majority of individuals show a rightward looping of the heart

anlage, asymmetry in the lung and liver lobes, and left-sided

placement of the stomach and spleen. In anuran larvae, the

gut is normally coiled counterclockwise,(19) while the spira-

cle—the out-current opening for water that has passed over

the gills in tadpoles—when single, is usually situated on the left

side of the body.(20) The kidneys, gonads and fat bodies are

also asymmetric in tadpoles, with the right kidneys larger and

the fat bodies more extensive on the left than the right side.

Such an asymmetric placement of viscera (situs viscerum

solitus, Fig. 1A,C) can occasionally be reversed(19,21) (situs

viscerum inversus, Fig. 1B,D).

The underlying mechanism that determines body asym-

metry has been recently proposed as common for all

vertebrates.(22,23) Fluid flow, caused by the circular beating

of cilia in the Hensen’s node, triggers a left unilateral

expression of nodal (with bone morphogenetic protein acting

on the right side) in themouse.(22) Although nodal cilia occur in

all major groups of vertebrates,(23) their function in creating the

Figure 1. Line drawings of Bombina (top row) and photo-

graphs of Xenopus (bottom row) tadpoles with situs viscerum

solitus (left images) and situs viscerum inversus (right images)

after mechanical left–right reversion of Spemann’s organizer

(Hensen’s node homologue) and the lateral mesoderm (B) or

Pitx2 misexpression (D). A, B: modified from Huxley and De

Beer;(21) a, anal opening; ba, bulbus arteriosus; g, gut; gc,

gill cavity; l, liver; mg, manicotto glandulare (stomach); o,

operculum (spiracle); p, pancreas; r, rectum; ra, right atrium; sv,

sinus venosus; v, ventriculum. C, D: courtesy of J.C. Izpisua-

Belmonte. Reprinted by permission from Ref. 19; Ryan AK,

Blumberg B, Rodriguez-Esteban C, Yonei-Tamura S, Tamura

K, Tsukui T, de la Pena J, Sabbagh W, Greenwald J, Choe S

and others. Nature 394:545–551 Copyright 1998 Macmillan

Publishers Ltd.; configuration of the heart anlage and the

direction of gut coiling are shown by red-line inserts.
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fluid flow and relevance to establishing visceral asymmetries

has been questioned.(24,25) Other regulatory pathways for

generating left–right asymmetry are possible such as those

involving gap-junction communication plus early asymmetry in

ion fluxandcellmembranepotentials in thepre-node chickand

four-cell Xenopus embryos.(24,26,27)

Nevertheless, the Nodal-regulated gene cascade (particu-

larly Pitx genes), no matter how it is established, is conserved

in all major groups of vertebrates. Its expression and function

in primitive chordates, like amphioxus, is similar to that of

higher vertebrates. This suggests that these genes form the

stable core for an ancient mechanism regulating visceral

asymmetry.(28)

This molecular pathway is also involved in the control of

other aspects of embryo asymmetry. In amniotes, a subtle

twisting of the body,which starts in the head regionwith amore

dorsal exposure of the right eye and ear,(29) occurs in addition

to visceral asymmetries. Contrary to amniotes, which show

strong population bias in embryo rotation, amphibian embryos

may not be lateralized in this respect.

Molecular mechanisms underlying the development of

visceral asymmetries may relate to brain structure. Asymme-

try in the habenular nuclei in the diencephalon occurs in

lampreys, birds and fish. In fish, the Nodal-regulated pathway

determines habenular and parapineal asymmetry.(30,31) The

habenulae in anuran and caudate amphibians are also

lateralized; i.e., greater on the left side, and this asymmetry

has a population bias that coincidentally correlates with situs

viscerum.(33,34) Unfortunately, the functions of the habenulae

and the significance of their asymmetry in amphibians are

still uncertain,(18) and no link between this anatomical

asymmetry and lateralized behaviors has been reported.(35)

These asymmetric structures in the diencephalon are not

involved in the lateralized prey-catching behavior in toads,

where the stimulus-response is influenced by a telencephalic

neuropathway.(36)

Xenopus is the only amphibian in which the cascade

of genes leading to visceral asymmetries is described.

However, since no directed asymmetries other than visceral

and diencephalic are known for this genus, it provides little

insight into development of the lateralized behavior and

subsequent hemispheric specialization. In other anurans,

however, directed asymmetries other than those related to

situs viscerum definitely occur.(35)

Linking visceral development and behavior

Some attempts have been made to link the asymmetry of

internal organs with overt behaviors in amphibians; most

notably right-handedness in toads.(37,38) When toads vomit,

theywipe the everted, prolapsed stomachwith their right hand.

Because of its left-sided position and asymmetric mesen-

teries, the prolapsed stomach always hangs out the right side

of the mouth. Hence the emetic behavior favors right-

handedness in anurans. However, this hypothesis is insuffi-

cient to explain left-handedness, and lateralized hindlimb use

by toads in other actions,(2,18,39) or the perceptual lateraliza-

tions in amphibians discussed below. Other hypotheses have

been put forward to link specific visceral asymmetries (e.g.,

spiracle position) with behavioral lateralization in anurans, but

no clear connection has been found for either tadpole(40,41) or

adult(35) behavior.

This raises the question of how close the links are in

vertebrates between the two kinds of left–right asymmetry:

situs-related and behavioral. The strongest links may be in

birds. At least some lateralized, visually guided behaviors,

including those exhibited in pebble-grain discrimination tasks,

lateralized attack and copulation, and monocular sleep in

chicks(42–44) and pigeons(45) can be experimentally modified

by light stimulation during the last days of incubation. Due to

embryonic turning, the chick embryo lies in the egg with its

right eye closer to the eggshell and its left eye occluded. Thus

light may preferentially enter the right eye and subsequently

affect the left hemisphere.(42) This asymmetric stimulus

implies that, in birds, some lateralized behaviors might be

indirectly influenced by embryo rotation in the egg and sub-

sequent asymmetric neural activity in the brain. While in the

pigeon asymmetric light stimulation may indeed induce some

visual lateralization,(45) in chicks, light probably has only a

modulatory effect on the pre-existing brain asymmetries,

which are sex, age and imprinting condition dependent(44,46)

However this explanation involving light’s action in birds is

unlikely to apply to amphibians that have relatively small,

highly transparent eggs and embryos that orient in various

directions within the egg membranes.

Although common genes regulate asymmetry of both

visceral organs and some structures in the diencephalon of

fish,(30–32) there is no evidence correlating the situs viscerum

with motor handedness or perceptual lateralization in hu-

mans.(46–49) Genes of the nodal cascade are evidently not

involved in the development of functional asymmetries in the

human telencephalon and there were no clear asymmetry in

early gene expression in the human brain.(50) This may imply

that development of cerebral hemispheres and subsequent

behaviors are not under the control of the same gene cascade

as the viscera and structures in the diencephalon. Rather,

evidence is accumulating to support epigenetics, driven by

steroid hormones, asprimary influencesonbrain hemispheres

asymmetry in humans and mice.(48,49)

The development of the viscera and the forebrain is

radically different. The majority of situs-related asymmetrical

organs develop from endoderm (gut and its derivatives) and

mesoderm (heart and blood vessels). Cells from the rostral

part of Hensen’s node generate the ventral midline endoderm

of the foregut, which has been proposed to maintain left–right

asymmetry of the heart and ventral (pharyngeal), but not

dorsal (neural) head.(51) It is also well known that the pituitary
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develops as an endodermal invagination,(27,52) which may

influence thedevelopment of the rest of the neuroectodermally

derived diencephalon.

This model implies that, for example, Broca’s area in the

telencephalon, which controls speech and is morphologically

asymmetric in higher primates,(53) shows no reverse asym-

metry in situs inversus individuals. Indeed, reversal of neither

handedness (see also Ref. 46, 47) nor language hemispheric

dominance was found in three individuals with situs inversus

totalis,(54) although reversed asymmetry in the Sylvian sulcus,

planum temporale volume (as well as occipital and frontal

petalia) was noted. The authors conclude that asymmetry in

petalia indeed may be related to that in visceral organs, while

other structural and functional asymmetries may not. They

further speculate on the possible link between the volume of

planum temporale and language lateralization. In another

study with a different subject with situs inversus syndrome,

reversed anatomic asymmetry was noted also in cranial

bones, superficial blood vessels and the relative position of the

Sylvian sulcus.(55)

It should be stressed, however, that, although these asym-

metries may influence one another, they may not necessary

influence the lateralized function of hemispheres. Indeed,

although structural and functional asymmetries in the brain

may be related,(56) the frequency of language lateralization to

the left hemisphere and right-hand preference is much higher

than the frequency of asymmetric morphologies.(54)

Interesting, there were no hemispheric reversals noted in

twins discordant for writing hand;(50) i.e., only one of 27

monozygotic twin pairs exhibited reversals of Sylvian sulcus

morphology. However, the morphology of surrounding peri-

sylvian cortex of one twin was not a reversed image of the

other. Unfortunately visceral asymmetries, which may have

linked situs asymmetry of visceral organs, brain external

morphology and asymmetric brain activity were not studied.

The relative position of hemispheric fissures may merely

reflect asymmetry in the braincase and not necessarily a

common developmental pathway. Moreover, Sylvian fissure

morphology can be affected by perinatal events, showing

weak heritability estimates.(50) Unfortunately, no such detailed

studies of brain morphology and function were performed on

any amphibian species that has both normal and inverse situs

viscerum.

In frogs (Rana ‘‘esculenta’’ ) superficial blood vessels over

the telencephalon are distributed mostly asymmetrically, but

that was not the case for the deep capillaries.(57) However,

vascular asymmetries were neither correlated with nor contri-

bute to the structural or functional asymmetry of the hemi-

spheres. In contrast, cerebral blood flow, which is asymmetric

in mammals including humans (see Ref. 58 for discussion), is

not strictly linked to any behavioral handedness and may be a

result, rather than the cause, of changes in local neuronal

activity.(54) For example, high cerebral blood flow was found in

the habenulae, but with no significant difference between the

right and the left sides.(58)

In sum, currently there are not enough data to confirm that

the developmental mechanisms directing asymmetry in the

brain’s hemispheres and the rest of the body are the same.

Although some correlations between the structure and

function of the brain hemispheres and visceral asymmetry

can exist, they do not necessarily reflect cause-and-effect

relationships.

Brain versus viscera asymmetries:

head versus trunk evolution?

It was recently proposed that the whole body of cnidarians,

which are closely related to the common metazoan ancestor,

corresponds to the cephalic portion of the vertebrate and

arthropod embryo.(59) The rest of the metazoan body would

have then arisen strictly from the zone near the gastric cavity

opening in the former cnidarian head. If correct, the origin of

bilaterality with the formation of a midline took place very early

in metazoan evolution, but only after the emergence of a

separate head and trunk and arose independently in arthro-

pods and chordates. Our knowledge of the development of

asymmetries fits this proposition.

Unlike vertebrates with pronounced asymmetries in both

internal organs and the brain, few asymmetries occur in

insects. In Drosophila, the most commonly studied insect,

there is asymmetric (but random) overlap of wings, an

asymmetric spiraling of the copulatory organ and a slight, but

biased, helical twisting of the gut. The twist of the gut is

reversed in a number of fly mutants.(60,61) However, while

some parts of the gut show independent twisting and reversal

of handedness,(61) others reveal a maternal (extrinsic)

influence on asymmetry.(60) There is an intrinsic chirality or

rotational torsion in the Drosophila abdomen, which is not

visible inwild-type animals, but which can be relaxed in at least

four different mutants causing body asymmetry.(62) Collec-

tively, these facts leave the impression that the fruit fly shows

more chirality than left–right side differences. Moreover, there

are no genes asymmetrically expressed along the left–right

axis reported for Drosophila or other insects. Taken together,

these facts affirm the spiral asymmetry of insects(63) and

suggest different causes and regulations for body asymme-

tries in insects and vertebrates. These differences start with

fundamental differences in midline formation between the two

groups.(59) Presumably asymmetry of the body in chordates

and arthropods evolved independently. However, it is still

possible that brain development and behavioral lateralizations

have undergone parallel evolution. Indeed, interesting in the

context of our review, honeybees are capable of side-specific,

non-elemental olfactory discrimination.(64)

In amphibians, birds and mammals, situs-related and

head asymmetries (those both associated with behavioral

handedness and not) present differently in conjoined and non-
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conjoined monozygotic twins.(65,66) Non-conjoined twins do

not exhibit the situs viscerum laterality defects that character-

ize conjoined twins. However, other asymmetries such as

hand preference, unilateral eye and ear defects, and other

subtle features of the head occur in non-conjoined twins.

Interestingly, while the gastrula and early neurula stages are

most prone to laterality defects in position of visceral organs,

the development of head asymmetry is set earlier—at stages

of cleavage, morula and blastocyst, while the unknown

initiating event is presumably upstream of both types of

asymmetries.(65) Clearly head asymmetries arise develop-

mentally earlier than trunk asymmetries. This corresponds

with the probable late evolutionary origin of the chordate trunk,

following Meinhardt’s ‘‘old body to new head’’ proposition.(59)

The expression pattern for genes controling head develop-

ment evidently became established before the invention of

bilaterality. Thus, most probably, development of brain

asymmetries has a different genetic and historical back-

ground, in contrast to that of most body asymmetries.

If this speculation is true, the separation of visceral and

most brain asymmetries likely took place very early in

vertebrate evolution and along different regulatory pathways.

Indeed, both handednesses in visual control and body

asymmetry were characteristics of the earliest chordates.(3,28)

Three ‘‘midlines’’ for one frog?

Vallortigara and Bisazza(3) summarized the current evidence

of lateralization in lower vertebrates, discussing it under three

headings: anatomical, motor and sensory, stressing that

‘‘such subdivisions and terminology are simply based on

convenience and do not necessary correspond with any

important theoretical issue’’ (p. 11 in Ref. 3). However, a

rationale for this tripartite classification is that lateralizations in

eachmay be regulated independently in amphibian (andmore

broadly in vertebrate) embryos, i.e. visceral (or anatomical),

sensory (perceptual) and motor (locomotor) systems.

Dill found that postmetamorphic tree frogs (Hyla regilla),

presented frontallywith amodel predator, showeda significant

leftward bias in their escape jumps.(67) Although he discussed

this side bias in jumping in context of the frogs’ leg length

subsequent scientists, who examined direction bias in jumps

by three species of toads (Bufo), related it to lateralization in a

visually guided response to a predator.(12) Specifically they

showed visual lateralization of the avoidance response of

toads, when amodel predator was presented laterally to them.

However, they did not find any lateralization in escape jumps,

when a model predator was presented frontally. Thus Dill’s

findings remain unexplained in terms of visual lateralization.

We suspect that motor biases, overlapping with eye pre-

ference, could affect the results of such experiments. To

confirm this, data from more taxa must be collected on motor

tasks that are likely not under direct visual control.

In this regard, Bisazza and colleagues tested the forelimb

and hindlimb preferences in three species of toads, B. bufo,

B. viridis and B. marinus, by allowing them to use right or left

limbs to: (1) remove an object from their snout, or (2) turn

upright from the upside-down position underwater or on a

horizontal surface in the air.(11,39,68) They found that B. bufo

and B. marinus are consistently right-handed and right-footed

species, while B. viridis showed left-side preference in foot

use and non-significant left preference in the use of forelimbs.

These experiments were the first strong indication of limb

preference in amphibians and consistent with independent

data on eye preferences and hemispheric specialization.(8,19)

A later study confirmed that B. viridis is both left-handed

and left-footed.(40) More generalized toads of the genus

Bombinawere found to lack these lateralized motor behaviors

at the population level, both shortly after metamorphosis

(B. orientalis(69)), and as adults (B. bombina(40)). Other amphi-

bians,more recently studied in the field, were spadefoot toads,

Pelobates fuscus(36) and green tree frog, Litoria caerulea,(2)

and they showedno significant population bias in their forelimb

use. In contrast, broad-palmed tree frog, Litoria latopalmata,

revealed a population bias in right forelimb usewhen they pivot

to right themselves from the overturned position.(2)

Focussing only on thosegenerawhere both eye preference

andmotor biases weremeasured, namelyBufo andBombina,

we find a uniform lateralization of eye function in both larvae

and adults.(10–13) No such uniformity is found with respect to

limb use; Bufo species appeared to be either left or right

handed and footed, while Bombina species appeared ambi-

dextrous. Clearly there is no consistent lateralization of

perceptual and motor performance across anuran species,

although there may occasionally be consistency within a

species.

Similarly, in humanmonozygotic twins discordant for hand-

edness, some pairs had a high degree of resemblance for

asymmetry in language-related activity in Broca’s area, while

other pairs showed opposite patterns of asymmetry.(70) As

language dominance is usually correlated with handedness in

human singletons, the latter authors suggested that this

discordance may be caused by the twinning process itself.(70)

This proposition, however, can hardly be proven experimen-

tally. Alternatively, this discordance might indicate not the

absolute coordination of all kinds of neurobehavioral asym-

metries in development, but rather the result of long inde-

pendent evolution of brain functions.

Given our knowledge of the development of cerebral asym-

metries and lateralized behaviors, it is premature to think

that motor and perceptual lateralizations arise by radically

different molecular pathways. However, motor and sensory

innervation in chick embryos may develop independently.(71)

Hypothetically, motor and perceptual lateralizations could

evolve independently in vertebrates(36) due to different selec-

tive pressures. As lateralization in perception was established
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early in evolution,(3) it could later interact and operate differ-

ently with the rest of the body, depending on the motor

demands of different vertebrates.

Individual asymmetries and populational

biases: causes and their regulations

Available data suggest that visceral asymmetry is more

conserved within vertebrates than brain and behavior asym-

metries; the former being invariant in wild populations. In

contrast, behavioral lateralizations are not so stable in popula-

tions, being more labile and subject to different selective

pressures. This raises the question of distinguishing the

symmetry breaking events from the regulatory mechanisms

that lateralize the asymmetry (see Refs. 59, 62 for a fuller

discussion). To some extent these two successive steps to

lateralization may reflect corresponding asymmetries at the

individual, versus lateralization at the population, levels.

A theory for the general development of directed asymme-

tries in animals has been proposed by Brown and Wolpert.(59)

It assumes three developmental steps in establishing left–

right pattern: conversion, random generation of asymmetry

and interpretation. In the first step, a hypothetical handed

F-molecule generates a left–right difference between the

sides of the embryo via a mechanism that converts the mole-

cular handedness into a cellular one. The second step gener-

ates an asymmetry at the cellular or multicellular level, which

may be biased by pre-existed handedness (step 1). In the last

step, the cellular handedness is ‘‘interpreted’’ into develop-

ment of particular structures andorgans,which emergeonone

side of the embryo, but not the other (see Ref. 59 for more

details).

Although a candidate F-molecule is not yet identified, it

seems unlikely that two or more handed molecules indepen-

dently regulate the asymmetry of the brain and the viscera—or

for that matter, any other asymmetries. Most probably the

mechanism that breaks symmetry is common for vertebrates

(see Ref. 56 for alternatives in Drosophila).

The regulations or random generation of asymmetry may,

however, lie outside the Brown and Wolpert model. Given the

pronounced differences in the degree of handedness—very

high for one asymmetry (situs viscerum) and variable for the

others (behavioral lateralization)—one interesting direction for

future research will be the search for populational and

developmental regulators that lead to this intriguing effect.

The right time for the left turn

The best-examined lateralized behaviors of anurans are the

turning biases of their tadpoles (recently reviewed in Ref. 72).

Bias in turning can be documented in several ways. Tadpoles,

for example, can be threatened or startled; i.e., mechanically,

via a shock wave generated when one hits the container they

are in,(41) or visually, by bringing an object directly toward their

head.(2) Alternatively, bias can be assessed in voluntary turns,

with less overt stress, by scoring tadpoles’ turns as they

spontaneously exit a tube or turn in a T-maze (for more details

see Ref. 72 and references there in, plus other papers in

Ref. 6).

Most data, however, have been collected as tadpoles turn

to dive, after surfacing to take a breath of air. Tadpoles that

break thewater’s surfaceareat risk of beingpickedoff byavian

predators.(73) Hence it behoves them to make this maneuver

quickly.Diving turnsare oftenexecutedvery fast and resemble

a startle response, but in a vertical rather thanhorizontal plane.

We believe that such abrupt turns, made under stressful

circumstances, are more likely to reliably reveal laterality in

behavior and neural processing than more casual turns made

under less-stressful circumstances.

The argument that these rapid turns at the water’s surfaces

are, in fact, equivalent to a startle response is reinforced by

observations that the bias intensifies as predator risk

increases. Rana temporaria tadpoles, for example, which

tend to turn to the left 60% of the time after surfacing to breath

air, increase that bias to 77% when a screened piscine

predator is included in their tank (R.J.W. and Stöttinger,

unpublished data).

The way in which turning is provoked seems to yield

different results in terms of bias. In test situations where the

tadpoles could have made more leisurely turns (i.e., for the

ranid frogs Limnonectes corrugatus and Nannophrys ceylon-

esis and the hylid Litoria latopalmata; Table 1 in Ref. 72) either

no bias or left and right biases were observed with about equal

frequency. However, in test situations where tadpoles neces-

sarily turned rapidly, such as when they surfacing to breathe

air, turning biases were more common and always toward

the left (seen in ranids Rana catesbeiana, Rana sylvatica,

Rana temporaria; hylids Phrynohyas venulosa, Scinax lato-

palmata; and the microhylid Microhyla ornata; Table 1 in

Ref. 72). Across the board, where turning biases have been

observed, they range from approximately 60 to 90% toward

the left.

To date, turning bias has been examined in tadpoles from

15 species representing six different families. In the two most

generalized (¼ archeobatrachian) taxa that have been exam-

ined so far,Bombinaorientalis (Bombinatoridae) andXenopus

laevis (Pipidae), turning biases were not observed. This led

Goree and Wassersug(69) to speculate that turning bias

emerged phylogenetically late within the Anura. However,

there are some caveats. The B. orientalis and X. laevis tad-

poles that were tested were all relatively mature tadpoles,

and both Yamashita et al.(41) and Oseen et al.(74) have

presented data to suggest that tadpole turning bias is

stage dependent, decreasing as tadpoles approach meta-

morphosis.

It is also true that older tadpoles usually have been in the

laboratory longer and this may lead to diminished startle

responsesas tadpoles either adapt to, or becomedepiliated in,
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captivity. In the case of tests with both B. orientalis(69) and

X. laevis,(42) the tadpoles were, in fact, laboratory stock

maintained fromhatching.More archeobatrachian specieswill

need to be examined and preferable of younger stages—and

in field situation—before one can say with much certainty

how turning bias evolved in anurans.

The absence of a turning bias in Bombina and Bufo has

implications to understanding the neurobiology of turning

biases in tadpoles in general. As noted above, the strongest

turning biases have been observed in tadpoles when they

were startled or turning quickly at the surface. These rapid

turns are understood to be mediated by giant motor neurons,

called Mauthner cell, which are lacking in Bombina and Bufo

tadpoles.(75,76) [Bufo species compensate for this diminished

startle response by having toxic tadpoles.(77)]

Wassersug and Yamashita(72) hypothesized that latera-

lized turning in tadpoles is a consequence of asymmetry in the

Mauthner’s neurons. Such anatomical asymmetrywas, in fact,

reported in tadpoles.(78)What has not been established is how

precisely that anatomical asymmetry matches the behavioral

asymmetry: Do tadpoles with the most asymmetric Mauthner

neurons also have the strongest turning bias? Although this

simple question has not been answered, the presumed correl-

ation of Mauthner cell asymmetry with turning bias constitutes

the best evidence that we have linking a specific neural

asymmetry in anuran larvae with asymmetrically displayed

behaviors.

The adaptive significance of a turning bias in tadpoles per

se was also discussed by Wassersug and Yamashita.(72)

If tadpoles are facing a threat dead ahead, the last thing they

would want to do is fire axial muscles equally on both sides of

their body. This would simply lock them up. The Mauthner

neurons prevent this from happening. By having a ‘‘hardwired

handedness’’, a tadpole can turn sharply and quickly to one

side, even when a threatening stimulus is sensed equally on

both sides of its body.

Wassersug and Yamashita(72) also speculate about other

possible asymmetric behaviors in tadpoles. Before hatching

anuran embryos coil their tails to one side or the other. This is

necessary simply because hatchling tadpoles are longer than

the diameter of the eggs fromwhich they emerge. Thibaudeau

and Altig(79) suggested, without presented supporting data,

that in Eleutherodactylus coqui (Leptodactlyidae) there was a

left-sided bias in terms of the direction in which the tail was

held. It would be interesting to know if this bias was statistically

significant and common in other anuran embryos.

Before hatchingmost anuran embryos are active enough to

switch their tails from one side to the other...and they do. But it

is possible that at an early stage the size of the egg may

passively force the tail to one side or the other. A postural

‘‘handedness’’ (whichway the tail curls) at thoseearly stages is

evidently absent in Xenopus,(80) which lacks turning bias. The

question remains whether biases in the side toward which the

tail is bent before hatching coordinates with, if not directly

influences, biases in the motor system that could include the

Mauthner neurons themselves. We simply do not know

what developmental processes account for the asymmetry in

Mauthner neurons.

The most intriguing case of behavioral laterality in amphi-

bian larvae occurs when tadpoles are allowed to view them-

selves in mirrors. Consistent with the theme that ‘‘lower’’

vertebrate brains are highly lateralized, Bisazza et al.(13)

reported that tadpoles from three families and five species of

EuropeanAnura all position themselves in front ofmirrors such

that they preferentially view themselves with the monocular

field of their left eye. The fact that Bombina variegata shows

this preference, even though it has amedial spiracle, indicates

that this postural bias is not simply coupled to, or driven by,

spiracular asymmetry.

A postural bias in mirror viewing has been reported for

fish(14) and linked to social behavior in teleosts. Bisazza

et al.(13) point out that, at the developmental stages that they

examined, their tadpoles had little or no overlapping visual

fields. They state that their results ‘‘imply that amphibians

exhibit a right hemisphere dominance in response to visual

stimuli by a conspecfic.’’ This appears to be true both before

and after metamorphosis. It should be noted that some of

the species Bisazza et al.(13) tested (in the genus Bufo) form

large dense social schools while others are not so gregarious.

Implicit here is the idea that, if tadpoles are so aware of their

own image, they must also be visually aware of conspecifics.

This suggests that visual information and not just olfactory

clues are used by tadpoles to assess their local density.(81) A

multitude of experiments have shown that tadpoles at high

density have reduced growth rates (reviewed in Ref. 81).

Would tadpoles in aquaria with mirrored sides interpret the

plethora of images as if they were at higher density than they

really were? Preliminary data show that placing mirrors on the

walls of aquaria can in fact reduce tadpole growth rates

compared to controls in normal tanks (Rot Nikcevic and

R.J.W., unpublished data).

Whether one considers turning bias or posture in front of

mirrors, both lateralized behaviors are altered with metamor-

phosis. In the case of turning bias, the motor hardware

changes drastically as the tail is resorbed. The visual system

of tadpoles is similarly remodeled to give the frog the

overlapping visual fields used to localize prey. Nevertheless

the lateralized processing of visual information about con-

specifics, which develops well before metamorphosis, is

evidently retained.

Crossing over the midline

So far, we have explored possible links in asymmetries of situs

viscerum and behavioral handedness in a search for common

mechanisms of development. However, there aremore asym-

metries in amphibians that also show no apparent correlation
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to each other or to previously discussed ones,(36) and at least

one of them deserves mention.

Much recent attention has been given to epicoracoid over-

lap in the arciferal shoulder girdle of most amphibian species

(see for review(36)). Thin cartilaginous plates of epicoracoids

overlap such that either the left dorsally overlaps the right, or

the reverse.(82) ‘‘Handedness’’ here does not correlate with

either situs viscerum or asymmetries in the length andweights

of long bones in limbs (Refs. 36, 83 but see Ref. 40).

Borkhvardt(82) suggested a mechanism that could lead to

the overlap of epicoracoid plates. These cartilages, which

grow superficially from the base of the limb bud, are so thin in

arciferal anurans, that when theymeet ventrally on themidline

of the body, they have enough room to overlap between the

ectodermand thewall of the thoracovisceral cavity. In contrast,

in fermisternal anurans, which have no epicoracoid overlap,

the epicoracoids are very thick and take up the whole space

between the skin and internal structures (see figures in Ref.

36, 82). However, we still do not know why this asymmetry is

lateralized; i.e., why the ratio of overlap pattern (left over right

or right over left) differs from random in arciferal species.(36)

There are interesting analogies to epicoracoid overlap

asymmetry described in two contralateral neural projections in

the goldfish.(84) In the first case, either the left or right optic

nerve lies dorsal at the chiasma and originates from a slightly

smaller eye. In the second case, the fibre from the left or right

Mauthner neuron is dorsal at decussation with the contral-

ateral fibre and originates from the smaller medulla side. This

indicates that differential growth rates may be involved in all

cases. Indeed, there are some indications that growth rates

probably influence epicoracoid overlap,(85) leading us to sug-

gest that, either the developmental rates differ on the two sides

or there is asymmetry in the initial position of shoulder girdle

anlage.(36) In the case of the nerves, it is possible that the

earlier maturing fibres take the ventral route.(84) In all cases of

contralateral structural overlap, it appears developmentally,

when the structures are relatively thin and further growth

necessitates overlap.

Conclusions

Themajority of asymmetries in amphibians fall into two groups

(Fig. 2). The first group is asymmetries related to situs

viscerum. These are usually invariant in their laterality, with

themajority of individuals in a given population having only one

of two possible states. Importantly, these asymmetries are

directed to the same side in various species, amphibian orders

and even vertebrate classes. Thus they appear connected

to basic morphological asymmetries, such as those seen in

the gut and its derivatives, as well as the vascular system and

some brain structures. The genetic background of these

asymmetries is fairly well understood.

The second group comprises asymmetries in paired

structures whose laterality may not correlate either with one

another, or with situs viscerum. Included here are eye and

hand preference, and overlap of epicoracoids. For these traits,

the degree and direction of lateralizationmay vary significantly

in different populations, species and classes. Genes regulat-

ing their development havenot yet been identified andheredity

of these asymmetries is less studied.

This bipartite classificationof asymmetriesmaybeartificial.

However, it may also reflect the fundamental differences in

underlying developmental mechanisms.

One of the implications of the Brown–Wolpert model(59) for

development of laterality is that biasing of the system is one

global event (step 1) that takes place early, while generation of

random asymmetry (step 2) may involve multiple local

Figure 2. EvoDevo tree showing relative development

(left scale) and evolutionary (right scale) establishment

time of visceral and behavioral asymmetries. These two

kinds of asymmetries presumably have undergone early

divergence and subsequent independent evolution and

development. Perceptual and motor lateralization of

behavior, although having a common molecular pathway

in early development, probably underwent further

developmental differential and independent evolution.

Perceptual lateralization may be partially influenced by

external environmental cues and embryonic movements

(red arrow). Symmetry-biasing events are shown with

red bars.
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processes, which take place later in particular organs. In the

absence of that biasing event, the generation of random

asymmetry appears independent for each structure of the

embryo. In animals with a normal biasing system, asymme-

tries are very highly correlated. This is indeed the case for the

asymmetries related to situs viscerum (i.e., asymmetry in

heart, gut, spleen, lungs, and operculum) or those controledby

the same cascade of genes (i.e. asymmetry in habenulae and

parapineal in the diencephalon, embryo rotation). However,

formanyothers, especially functional asymmetries of the brain

and behavior, it is not the case.

We have presented examples where asymmetries are

most likely randomized at an early developmental step,

while biasing seems to be a later event. Many behavioral

and some morphological lateralizations in many, if not all,

vertebrate groups, are unstable in populations or even absent

at the group level, yet always present in individuals. Moreover,

when biased, these asymmetries normally do not show a

strong, or any, correlation with each other. In some cases, a

randomization of almost all asymmetries takes place in certain

species.(36) This might result from ancient evolutionary

divergence of asymmetric structures and their developmental

processes.

We have tried here to review and classify the most recent

data on asymmetries in amphibians, comparing them to

asymmetries in other vertebrates. After this review was

submitted, we learned of a paper by Cooke (in press), which

explores many of the same questions that we have.(86)

Although based on different observations, Cooke reaches

very many of the same conclusions that we have. In contrast,

though, Cooke believes that visceral asymmetries appear in

evolutionmuch earlier than neurobehavioral ones, which were

superimposed on a retained asymmetric ‘‘visceral’’ chordate.

We feel that visceral and neurobehavioral asymmetries

evolved in parallel, but independently from the earliest steps

of chordate evolution. Studies on more taxa beyond the

standard model systems (e.g. Xenopus) will be essential for

selecting between these competing hypotheses and for

understanding the evolution of asymmetry in chordates in

general.
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